SPECIAL REPORT

How YOU CAN
Become a
Millionair e
St arting With Just
$1,000!

SPECIAL REPORT

Yes, you CAN make
$1,000,000.00 or more,
starting with just $1,000!
Dear Friend,
It's true! YOU can become a millionaire -- quicker than you ever imagined - starting with just
$1,000.
I'm sure you're wondering how I can possibly make such a bold statement.
The answer is simple. I know YOU can become a millionaire because the FACTS … REAL HISTORY … prove it. NOT with some “work at home” gimmick ... NOT with some “get rich quick”
scheme. You will become a millionaire the exact same safe and sure way almost all of today’s millionaires got that way -- investing in “penny stocks”. Here's what I mean:
FACT: if you would have invested just $1,000 in Wal-Mart when it was a penny stock,
you would be sitting on over $5 million today!
FACT: if you would have invested just $1,000 in AMGEN when it was a penny stock,
you would be sitting on over $3.4 million today!
And the list goes on and on.

The common man's way to riches. Nothing is easier.
It doesn’t matter if you’ve NEVER invested in anything before. I guide you by the hand every
step of the way so you’ll never feel left in the dark. In fact, I guarantee this will be SIMPLE for you.

So easy, a
I even give you the exact words to give your stockbroker, and the exact stock symbol
child can do it to type into your online account. Nothing could be easier.
and get rich!
But before that, my team and I sift through more than 5,000 stocks and identify the handful that
have what it takes to make it big. Then we follow each of these companies like a lion follows its
prey.
Sure we monitor financial performance. But we track a whole lot more. We know the markets.
We know the players. And we fully explain our reasoning behind each stock we recommend.
With that knowledge I project how high I think the stock could rise, and how long I expect it to
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take. You will know exactly what to expect from every investment recommendation.
IMPORTANT: Please do not confuse investing in Penny Stocks with risky "Day
Trading". We do not day trade. We guide you to the best, most thoroughly researched
penny stocks ... and hold on to them for months or years so you make maximum profits
with very little effort and very low stress.
Whether you're an experienced investor, or a novice, I've made building wealth with Penny Stock
Riches so easy, a child could follow my directions and make a fortune.

I guide you to the Microsofts and Dells of tomorrow …
so you turn $1,000 into millions ...
every month in Penny Stock Riches.
Remember I started out promising that right now, YOU CAN become rich. YOU CAN turn
$1,000 into MILLIONS by investing EARLY in the best companies -- while they're still virtually
undiscovered "penny" stocks.
The problem, of course, is that if these stocks are "undiscovered", how will you find them?
And just because you find stocks selling for pennies, how will you which ones are destined to be
the Microsofts of tomorrow and worth investing your hard-earned money … and which are going
nowhere, to be avoided at all costs?
The answer again is simple. I uncover the hidden penny stock fortune-makers and reveal them to
you every month in my exclusive, private newsletter, Penny Stock Riches.
To give you a "taste" of the incredible stocks you will discover every month in Penny Stock
Riches, in the next few pages I will give you details about not one, but TEN of the Microsofts …
Apples … Dells and Yahoos of tomorrow.
These are the stocks that promise to be every bit as profitable … and make you every bit as rich
… as their rich, now-well-known predecessors. These are the best stocks you can go out and buy for
literally pennies per share right now … and that can turn $1,000 into millions for you!

Penny Stock Riches - Top 10 stocks that will
help small investors build BIG wealth
First of all, know that this is NOT one of those phony-baloney endorsed mailings that are nothing
more than lightly-veiled paid advertising for a particular stock. We do NOT, and will NOT ever,
accept one cent to recommend any stock.
Every month, my staff and I research and analyze the stocks of more than 5,000 companies. These
that follow are the 10 best right now. All of our research team agrees that these can make you a fortune from a small investment within just the next two years or sooner.
Stock #1 - 18 cents a share - THE ANSWER TO CHINA'S
BOOMING HEALTHCARE NEEDS!
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Experts in healthcare recognize the quality of this company that draws comparisons to
Hospital Corp (NYSE:HCA, $49 a share), Humana (NYSE:HUM, $44 a share), and
Universal Health Services (NYSE: UHS, $48 a share).
The Government of China is in a joint-venture with them for new 100 hospitals to be built
in China. The government sponsorship has jolted sales from ZERO to $60 Million yearly
already with eventual sales of over $1 Billion in the near future.
The Chinese government has guaranteed that each of these 100 new hospitals will have
50,000 prepaid enrollees, resembling an HMO in the US, except that their program will be
sponsored and prepaid by the Chinese government! (If, as expected, this stock reaches levels similar to US based companies of $44 a share and you invest $1,000 now - you will
soon have $244,444.44.)
Stock #2 - 31 cents a share - "HOTSPOT" LEADER FOR INTERNET CONNECTIONS!
This company owns or operates over 1,400 broadband access installations in high-traffic
locations across 45 states. These "hotspot" locations include airport facilities, Quick-service restaurants, Coffee Shops, College Campuses and travel plazas.
This is a classic toll-booth company where people will keep paying higher and higher
prices for the internet hookup because they want to or they have to! Sales increased a
whopping 158% in the latest quarter, gross profit margin improved 22% and they paid off
$1.2 million in debt.
We think this leading company can grow from 1,400 locations to over 15,000 locations
with their current strong money position. This is a great short term and long term buy.
Stock #3 - 12 cents a share - LEADER IN ONLINE DVD AND VIDEO GAME RENTALS AND CIRCUIT CITY WILL NOW BE SELLING THEIR PRODUCT!
With 40,000 titles to choose from, no late fees, no due dates, $8.99 monthly membership
start, retail giant Circuit City has selected this company as their supplier. This is a fortune-making stock if we've ever seen one!
This stock is increasing in growth and popularity at breakneck speed, , and we feel that
significant profits will be made if shares are purchased now. We've been following this
company for a long time. We've been a paying customer to see how we like it first-hand
(we love it!). Now it's time to buy it and get rich!
This stock reminds us of Blockbuster Video when it was a penny stock before it was
bought out by Viacom. Even small investors with $500 in that stock made fortunes, and
this one should be as good or better!
Stock #4 - 66 cents a share - RIDE ON COCA-COLA'S FORTUNE-MAKING COAT TAILS!
Legendary investor Warren Buffett reminds us that $1,000 invested in Coca-Cola when
it was young is now worth $8.2 million!!! This stock has that same kind of potential, and
Coca-Cola has already bought a Master Distribution Agreement for this company's bever-
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age products!
This is as exciting as it gets if you drool about turning a very small investment into a fortune like we do! The company is booming - sales rose 293%, nearly triple, in the last
quarter. This growth can be attributed to shipments of its line of drinks to Coca-Cola.
There's more. New products are rolling out to the over 30,000 stores that now carry it's
beverages including 7-Eleven, Sam's Club, Walgreen's and Target! If you buy this stock
now before it becomes a household name, you may enjoy living like a King with no
money worries ever.
Stock #5 - 3 cents a share - EXCLUSIVE SELLER OF "THE PERFECT GRILL"!
This company has gained the exclusive sales rights to this amazing product that is breaking sales records in the USA, Japan, Europe and South America! It is sold from TV commercials, but the company is also adding internet sales, catalog sales and magazine ads.
We've bought "the perfect grill" and we love it. It comes complete with a deluxe stand
and three interchangeable cooking surfaces. This product is the #1 leader in the booming
indoor/outdoor home grill business.
What's more, this company has gained the exclusive rights to manufacture "the perfect
grill" at its 40,000 square foot facility in Salt Lake City, the largest in the Intermountain
Region. This will give them more control to make this stock a big winner on its own or
be bought out by a large consumer products company.
Stock #6 - 5 cents a share - BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY CONSERVATION AND ALTERNATIVE ENERGY COMPANY TO HIT $50 MILLION IN SALES THIS YEAR!
The time is now for energy conservation and alternative energy. This company owns a
patented geothermal heating/cooling system with installations in Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Washington, Montana, South Dakota, Mississippi, California and Texas.
They are growing very rapidly, as every government, business and person wants to save
money on today's high energy costs. They are on target to do $50 million in sales this
year and we think they will soon be a global presence as they continue to develop, patent
and acquire several promising companies each year.
A major announcement of a large new contract could send this stock from 5 cents a share
up to $1 to $5 a share quickly. This would make you 20 to 100 times the money you
invested. Wow!
Stock #7 - 9 cents a share - THE FUTURE OF GOLF IS HERE NOW!
The international space program has uncovered the next generation material for golf, and
this tiny company has the patents on it to make a fortune! The new material has a
Weight-to-strength ratio 25% greater than titanium, 50% over graphite and 70% over
steel!
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Even more, these new golf clubs reduce vibration and stress on the players' body by up to
290%, significantly reducing injury and fatigue. Orthopedic doctors are already recommending these golf clubs to their patients, and soon all 984 million golfers worldwide will
know of this advantage to prevent injuries! To boot, 17 top PGA Tour golfers have recently ordered these clubs for use on the PGA tour!
If you are a golfer, you'll kick yourself in the butt if you miss this stock and see golfers
everywhere using their products soon! Golf is a $43 Billion a year business and this will
be the next leading company!
Stock #8 - 63 cents a share - Hurricane Katrina clean-up has this little company booming!
$60 MILLION ORDER JUST RECEIVED FROM GOVERNMENT!
The devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina has forced our Government to award huge
re-building contracts to companies like this one. Their patented roofing system is trusted
and proven by the U.S. Government, so more big contracts should be received very soon,
which should cause this stock to at least double in price, again, very soon.
Wall Street big money should notice this stock soon, as sales were $34.7 million in the last
quarter, up an incredible 644% and operating income was a whopping $11.2 million!
On top of all this growth, the company could be bought out soon and they have just hired
the prominent investment banking firm of Sanders Morris Harris. A buy-out could occur
at $6 to $8 a share, making investors of today 10 times their money.
Stock #9 - 90 cents a share - Famous Heart Surgeon Invents
Stroke Prevention Device That Could SAVE MILLIONS OF LIVES!
Dr. Dov Shimon, M.D's new device prevents blood clots and vessel blockages that cause
strokes, the third leading cause of death and the leading cause of severe disability in the
world.
A $500 million to $1 billion yearly market is expected for implantable stroke prevention
devices, and this upstart company could reap the lion's share of the wealth.
They also have a proven superior, patented stent coating material that has just won the
prestigious award for Innovation in Advanced Biomedical Technology from Frost &
Sullivan. This product, not even counting the stroke prevention device, could make this
stock worth over $50 a share according to experts in the field.
Stock #10 - 32 cents a share - A HOMELAND SECURITY WINNER!
This company owns 3 drugs that are used against homeland security attacks, like chemical
agents, Acute Radiation Syndrome (ARS) from a dirty bomb or nuclear disaster, and
infectious disease / biological warfare scenarios.
These 3 blockbuster drugs are approved for the Strategic National Stockpile under current
Bioshield law.
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Experts in terrorism have stressed that a nuclear attack or radiological attack on American
soil is only a matter of time and is likely to affect at least several hundred thousand people, so drugs like this firms are a must-have. As other countries besides the US keep buying these drugs, expect your invested money to keep multiplying and multiplying.
BONUS STOCK #11 - 27 cents a share - DEATH, TAXES --- AND WAR!
This company's Wireless Remote Controlled D9 Unmanned Ground Robots and Weapons
Stations will be use in daily military operations for dozens of countries! The U.S.
Government keeps buying more from this company, and the Israel Defense Forces have
tested, approved and are now buying.
These products have proven themselves in Iraq and in the Gulf War. They are used in sensitive operations and border locations where human lives are in danger. These include
such tasks as clearing landmines, mounting sand barriers, building fortifications, and for
numerous operations in enemy territory. Bottom Line: They save lives!

These "unknown" companies can make you rich!
Don't worry that you probably have never heard of these companies. Even the biggest, most profitable companies of our time were once small, penny stocks that no one ever heard of. That's what
makes them penny stocks. Apple, IBM and Coca-Cola were all "penny stocks". So was Microsoft.
Believe me, in a few short years everyone will know about them … their stock will soar …
and you will make a fortune the safe, easy way!
In fact, I'm so excited about the fortune-making potential of these penny stocks, I'll rush
you full details with up-to-the-minute news and stock symbols on each of them so you can
buy right away! It's all in your first, risk-free issue of my monthly newsletter, Penny
Stock Riches.
And lest you think those kinds of opportunities are all gone for good, never to be found again,
consider this fact:
Not too long ago, America Online was selling for just 59 cents a share, and Yahoo was
barely over $1 a share. $1,000 invested in each of those companies just a short time
ago would be worth $1.7 Million and $1.4 Million today.

Simple math explains how
Penny Stock Riches can make you wealthy
Companies like Dell, Wal-Mart, Microsoft, Amgen and Southwest Airlines have all had their
stocks rise hundreds, even thousands of times in value. And thousands of ordinary investors like you,
with just $1,000 to invest, became very, very rich!
But you'd have a very difficult time getting rich investing in these giants now. Stocks of large
well known companies move rather slowly compared to penny stocks.
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For example, let's look at how penny stocks multiply the value of a plain old ordinary quarter. If
Wal-Mart stock moves 25 cents, it barely raises a yawn out of the investing community. 25 cents is a
fraction of one percent of the stock's value.
But if one of our penny stocks that you only paid, say, 15 cents per share for announces
great news and its share price jumps up by the same measly 25 cents, your profits would
explode to 166%!
Your $1,000 invested would now be worth $1,666!
The top 10 stocks I gave you in this report are starting to rise like that. Get in NOW while you
still have the opportunity to buy them on the cheap and make incredible amounts of money. And the
way to do that is with a risk-free trial subscription to Penny Stock Riches.

Our profits come from the truly great small companies in the USA
These undiscovered penny stock gems are truly great companies that are simply under-followed,
undervalued and under Wall Street's radar screen.
We know that's the perfect combination for enormous profits. Why?
Even thought these companies are often the leaders in their industries and leaders in technology,
right now, Wall Street wouldn't touch them with the proverbial ten-foot pole.
The large mutual funds and institutional investors have billions of dollars to invest. If they tried to
buy enough shares in a penny stock to make any difference in their performance, they'd end up driving up the stock price like crazy. Their shareholders and bosses would fire them on the spot.
Not only that, these big buyers have company size restrictions that prohibits them from buying
stocks priced below, say, $5 a share, or from buying companies with, say, below $100 million a year
in sales.
At Penny Stock Riches, our mission is to find these now - and buy them now - BEFORE the "big
money" flows into them from Wall Street.
You see, once these companies' sales and profits start to skyrocket, as we know they will, Wall
Street will pounce on them like a starving animal. They'll pay top dollar and drive the price through
the roof.
And my readers of Penny Stock Riches and I will smile all the way to the bank.

10, 20, even 50 times your investment in just days or weeks!
Over the past years, in good markets and bad, we have made huge profits for our readers … and
ourselves … even though the Dow is at almost the same level it was 6 years ago! (We do not need
the Dow or Nasdaq to go up with our stock-by-stock approach!)
For example, each $1,000 invested is now worth …
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$27,842.00 in Gilead Sciences = 27 TIMES PROFIT
$18,743.24 in Medimmune = 18 TIMES PROFIT
$27,429.81 in Protein Design Labs = 27 TIMES PROFIT
$300,248,11 in Imclone Systems = 300 TIMES PROFIT
$48,520.00 in Genetech = 48 TIMES PROFIT
$25,641.00 in Genzyme = 25 TIMES PROFIT
$113,575.43 in Biogen = 113 TIMES PROFIT
$40,441.17 in Omnicare = 40 TIMES PROFIT
$55,022.14 in Coventry = 55 TIMES PROFIT
$196,642.65 in United Healthcare = 196 TIMES PROFIT
$55,900.62 in Aetna = 55 TIMES PROFIT
As good as our recent profits are, this is just the beginning!
The Top 10 Penny Stocks I mentioned earlier in this letter are poised to blow the socks off of even
these outstanding returns. I'll rush you full details with up-to-the-minute news and stock symbols on
each of them! It's all in your first, risk-free issue of my monthly newsletter, Penny Stock Riches.
Start your risk-free trial of Penny Stock Riches today ... and here's what you'll get each and every
month:
3 top new stock recommendations
Our Top 10 Stocks - updates, buy, sell or hold rating
3 best Bouncing Stock Plays
5 Best One Month Hold Stocks
100% Satisfaction, Money Back Guarantee

Save 50% and get 3 valuable reports ABSOLUTELY FREE
when you subscribe risk-free now!
The regular price for 12 monthly issues of Penny Stock Riches is only $198. But when you
respond within the next 10 days, your special introductory charter rate is only $97. That's $101
OFF the regular price.
And your first issue will include all the details you need to get in on my Top Ten Penny Stock
picks for 2006.
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PLUS in addition to saving 50%, you also get the following 3 valuable reports:
Free Report #1 - The 5 Industries That Will Make Today's Investors the Richest
Free Report #2 - The ONE Stock You Can Buy and Put Away for 20 Years
Free Report #3 - Beginner's Easy Guide to Investing in Penny Stocks Like a Pro
You get all this, plus my personal, risk-free guarantee:
Try Penny Stock Riches without any risk at all. If you aren't convinced that you are
making huge, easy profits by following my penny stock recommendations … if you are
not 100% satisfied in every way … simply let me know. I will issue a full refund, no
questions asked.
You risk nothing.
But please hurry. Due to the time-sensitive nature of this exclusive information, we're only making
this special offer for a very limited time. In fact, the window of opportunity on some of these recommendations won't stay open for long!
Those who act now stand to make the most profit. Respond now, TODAY, so you don't miss out
on a thing.
To Your New Wealth,

Robert A. Singler
Robert A. Singler
Editor In Chief
P.S. Remember, when you accept your risk-free trial subscription to Penny Stock Riches today, I will
rush out your first issue with ALL the details you need to know to get in on my Top 10 Penny Stocks
for 2006, PLUS 3 valuable FREE reports. All this is yours to keep, even if you cancel for a full
refund. Don’t delay. Respond within the next 5 days to make sure you don’t get shut out!
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Mail or Fax This

P e n n y St o c k R i c h e s R I S K - F R E E Tr i a l
Subscription Form Now!

YES!
Report
FREE
Report
FREE
Report
FREE

ies
Industr
The 5
ill Make
That W 's
Today
rs the
Investo t
Riches

YOURS
FREE!

I want to become a
millionaire the safe, sure way
starting with only $1,000!

DOUBLE
DOUBLE YES!
YES!
I am responding within 5 days! Please send me the 3 Valuable,
Money-Making reports ABSOLUTELY FREE and start my Risk-Free
one-year trial subscription. I’ll get 12 exciting monthly issues of
Penny Stock Riches at the Special Introductory Rate of only $97.
That’s more than 50% OFF the regular price and barely $8 a
month for making you a millionaire!

I can cancel my subscription any time for a full, prorated refund. But
my FREE reports and all issues are mine to keep no matter what!

(Optional): Instead of receiving my monthly newsletters by mail,
I would like my newsletters e-mailed to me at the email address below:
Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________________
City: __________________________ ST: _______ Zip: ______________
Email: ______________________________________________________

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Check or Money Order Enclosed for $97.00
(payable to American Publishing)
Charge my:
MasterCard
Visa
Card No. _______________________________________
Exp Date ___/___ Signature _______________________
For Fastest Service, FAX this form to:

XXX-XXX-XXXX 24 hours a day
MAIL NOW TO: American Publishing, Address, Address
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This Special Discount Offer
May End Soon -Please Mail or FAX
This Form Today!

YOUR 100% NO RISK
SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
If you are not 100% thrilled for
any reason, I will send you an
immediate, full refund for all
unmailed issues. No questions
asked. And of course, any issues
you received and your free
reports are yours to keep
no matter what!
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